CAUTION TO BUILDER
DO NOT STAND ON CL3016
DURING THE ERECTION
PROCESS.

WINDSEAL WSL4 - (25' MAX)
ATTACH W/SCREWS @ 12 CTRS.

DOOR LEAF TRIM
FJC 6 - 100200

POP RIVET (HW5780)

JAMB TRIM

CLIP (CL3023) ATTACH
W/ 4-SPC HEAD BOLTS HW5557

WALL PANEL

1/2"

JAMB

1/2"

CLIP CL3027

EV. STRUT CLIP

HDR. SUPPORT CHNL
(SEE LAYOUT FOR LOCATIONS)

HEADER

ST. SCREW

HDR. SUPPORT CLIP
CL3181 (AT EA. CLIP)

ST. SCREW

841 SERIES TRACK
(SEE LAYOUT FOR LOCATIONS)

DR. LEAF PNL.

TRACK CLIP CL3024 AT 2-0 CTRS. W/ CL3025 AT TRACK SPlicesD

DOOR LEAF PANEL

1/2"

WALL PANEL
(OUTSIDE OF OPENING ONLY)

1/2" 6 X 6" ANCHOR BOLT

GUIDE ANGLE
(AN1219)

GUIDE PLATE
(HW60026)

ASTRAGAL (AN1219) ATTACH
W/SCREWS @ 12 CTRS.

DOOR LEAF PNL.
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Slide Door Leaf Details